
         Purdue Apl 27 [18]86_ 
My own darling Effie 
 It is a perfect morning.  We had a very heavy shower last night & it is cooler today & 
everything looks so bright & fresh & lovely.  Oh Darling if you were only here how happy I 
should be this morning.  I long so for a good look at you.  It would be a rest only to see you but 
the days are going & it won’t be much longer that I shall have to wait.  Darling I can’t get this in 
here in time for the early mail but will try to get it mailed in time somehow but if I cannot it will 
reach you any how in the evening afternoon of Thursday__  Darling your letter failed last 
evening & I was awfully disappointed.  I can’t help but be but Darling I didn’t blame you for it & 
do so hope the letter will come in this mornings mail.  Darling I hope you won’t feel so busy that 
you cant write during the moving for Darling I will be content & patient if you dont but I want 
you to for two reasons, first because I think you need some rest & that will require you to take 
say an hour even on Saturday[,] the worst day[,] & if I could feel sure you would take the hour 
in which to do nothing at all I should be better satisfied than have you use it for writing but I 
know you would not & I think that writing would be the next most restful thing you could do.  
Don’t Darling[,] please don’t work till you feel just ready to drop but stop now & then & rest.  
Please Effie[,] I can’t be there to watch you.  Wont you please stop short of doing your utmost?  
Oh I just hate this moving (and you do too I know) & I feel sure that next Sunday you will be laid 
clean out from over work_  Darling do be careful.  Ɵ  Ɵ  Ɵ  Ɵ  Ɵ 
 I had a letter from Rice last night.  It effectually disposes of the Bermuda scheme__  Rice 
is an old grannie about standing anything but while I think he exaggerates the heat there still I 
don’t care to run any risks and besides the cost is pretty heavy & I dont think it could be 
managed.  So that pet scheme of mine for has been knocked in the head.  I am sorry for I should 
so love to take the voyage & under such heavenly circumstances but if we take a voyage it will 
not be to Bermuda__  I enclose you Rices letter Darling so that you can read just what he has to 
say for yourself_ 
 Darling to save you a trip to the post office next Sunday morning[,] I have been studying 
what to do & at last hit upon this scheme.  I shall send a letter to 51 W 37th St which will be 
delivered there on Saturday and which you are to put not to open until Sunday morning.  You 
can put it under your pillow & read it as soon as it is light & then go to sleep again if you want 
to but it will be your Sundays letter.  I thought that perhaps you would have some bother in 
finding out where your station office was and that you would be so tired that you would like me 
to choose this one for once.  I think Darling that it will be a trial to wait to open the letter till 
Sunday morning[,] tho I prefer that & shall write it on the supposition that it is to be read on 
Sunday morning.  I give you full & free permission to read it when you get it if you are impatient 
& do not want to wait.  Oh Darling if I could only see you on Sunday.  I often often think what 
happiness it will be to us for a long while after we are united to feel as we awake in the morning 
that there isnt another day of longing before us Ɵ  Ɵ  Ɵ  Ɵ_    



 Yesterday afternoon as the campus man Elliott was running the horse lawn mower[,] 
the lawn moving spirit seized me and I relieved him of the machine & cut for nearly an hour till 
the big shower came up.  It cuts beautifully & as I sat down was no work at all & I intend to do 
some more cutting for the outdoor occupation is good for me__  Last evening I struck another 
case illustrating my luck_  At noon I fastened my self out of this room leaving my keys inside _  I 
felt no alarm for I had the spare key hid under the stair carpet[,] as I thought[,] but when I 
hunted there for it I couldn’t find it.  So I hunted very carefully but it didn’t turn up.  Then I 
went outside & crept in through the window.  I then hunted high & low for the key & finally 
found it under the carpet where I had left it_  I thought that I wouldn’t keep it there any longer 
for I was afraid someone would take it away & brought in here.  I always try to carry two keys to 
this door[,] one which I try to always have in my pocket as extra & one regular one on the 
bunch.  Thus I had virtually two extra keys[,] one which I kept outside & one in my pocket.  Now 
just observe the fatality of this thing.  At noon I brou[gh]t in the outside extra key thinking I was 
perfectly safe with the extra in my pocket & fearing lest some one would discover it.  In the 
afternoon I came in & instead of leaving my bunch with the regular key on it in my pocket laid it 
on the table.  Before supper I came in & not having my regular key I used the extra key to get in 
& instead of putting it back into my pocket I put it on the table.  The supper bell rang.  I shut & 
locked all the windows[,] never noticed that I had no key[,] walked out of my room & slammed 
the door and as the door closed but not one instant before I thought of the key but it was too 
late.  I had gone through all that careful scheme to lock myself out of this room.  It couldn’t 
have been planned better by the most careful thought.  Now how is that for pure & 
unadulterated cussedness__  I was so mad as I realized the whole thing that I could have[,] 
didn’t know what to do & so to relieve my self I opened the door by giving one heavy kick near 
the lock which burst the part of the lock which goes into the jam completely off.  I got into the 
room & secured my keys.  I must say that as complicated a series of mishaps as that cant be due 
to mere chance.  It is too much to suppose & that & hundreds more just like it make me believe 
pretty firmly in some force which is like a devil[,] enough to be called by that name whether it is 
a spirit which works evil or not.  Certainly the circumstantial evidence it strong in favor of the 
existence of something of the kind.  It is too much for me to suppose that these bad things are 
due to chance anymore than it is possible to conceive of the non existence of God[,] the power 
of all good & the explanation of good[,] as due to chance_  I took I think the best way to rectify 
the matter when I burst in my door.  I tried a different scheme the last time this happened.  I 
walked way down to Miss Shoemakers after my key __ but that didn’t do any good so I changed 
my tactics.  Wasn’t this case a pretty complicated one? 
 Last night I finished mounting a set of sections of Amphioxas[,] a little creature [here a 
sketch] about that length & shape as seen from the side and [drawing resembling 0] about that 
shape in cross section in the middle.  I have ten slides of sections and on each side there are 6 - 
9 rows and in each row about twenty slices[,] calling it eight rows[,] that is 160 on a slide & 



1600 in the whole series.  There are somewhere near this number.  Now what do you think of 
cutting up a thing about one third the length of a toothpick into 1600 slices and spreading these 
slices all out in order[,] same side up[,], same end up[,] so that you can look along the whole lot 
from one end to the other & examine every one.  They look very pretty on the neat glass side[,] 
all except the color & Darling as they are colored with Borax Carmine you wouldn’t admire that.  
But I know you couldn’t help admiring the whole series. 
 Now Darling I have got to leave you.  Oh you dear precious Darling little girl[,] I love you 
with all my heart & think of you all the time.  I do hope Darling that the letter I shall write 
tomorrow for your Sundays letter will be a good helpful letter but I wish I could come to you & 
greet you instead of that letter & then I know that I could make the light shine in your dear 
sweet face__  Ɵ  Ɵ  Ɵ  But Darling we havent gotten to the end yet tho we are drawing nearer 
every day____ 
 Goodbye with kisses[,] sweet sweet kisses[,] and with fondest love thoughts of my 
Darling 

from your own 
           Harry___ 

   
 


